
Did you get an embarassingly low score on the IQ?

Then send us an email!
pamphlette@lists.reed.edu

Did you google “dog-helmeting”?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

Why does everything suck?

ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: Because there is no god.

HAILEY JONES: Because I’ve spending all this time writing my thesis. LOLJK!

BOOTS BEUTELL: I blame the penis.

JEFFREY BLUM: I actually had a pretty good weekend.

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Because you are a part of everything.

SEAN HOWARD: Because pimping is neither easy nor legal.

OTHER BODY PARTS’ MONOLOGUES

By JB

RESPONSES TO MY THESIS DRAFT

APRIL FOOLS PRANKS
Proving that the fun never stops during primary season, here are some 

pranks pulled by or on Republican presidential candidates:

-Ron Paul on Ron Paul’s Staff: Congressman Paul pretended 
to be dead when his campaign came into his hotel room to 
wake him for an interview.

-Newt Gingrich on Callista Gingrich: Newt Gingrich told 
his wife that her doctor had called and she had Lou Gehrig’s 
disease and he was leaving her for a younger woman, then 
yelled out “Psych!”

-Tagg Romney on the other Romney sons: Tagg paid the 
other Romney sons’ domestic help to do a bad job ironing the 
other Romney sons’ shirts so that they were rumpled.

-Newt Gingrich on Rick Santorum: Newt Gingrich called Rick Santorum to tell him that 
it was senseless for them to keep splitting the anti-Romney vote and that he was doing the 
honorable thing of  dropping out and endorsing Santorum.  Gingrich then released an attack 
ad calling Santorum “soft on Iran, soft on tax reform, and unable to maintain an erection”.

-Karen Santorum on Rick Santorum: Karen Santorum downloaded the Savage Love 
podcast onto Rick’s iPod.

-Ann Romney on Mitt Romney: Ann replaced Mitt’s pomade with an off-brand substitute.

-Rick Santorum on the American people: Rick Santorum continued to act as though he 
were a viable presidential candidate.

KITTENS
In response to recent allegations that our publication is offensive to 

some students, we have decided to focus our efforts on writing about 

something wholly inoffensive to just about everyone: kittens. Due 

to having actual work to do, we assigned this article to resident 

freshman lackie, EC. Below is her attempt to write entirely 

inoffensive jokes about kittens.

Q: What’s the difference between a watermelon and a 
kitten?
A: I didn’t cut up a watermelon and put it in my fruit 
salad.

Q: What’s the difference between a kitten and a compost 
heap?
A: I don’t have a compost heap decomposing in my 
backyard.

Q: What’s the difference between a kitten and a whoopie cushion?
A: I never tricked my grandma into sitting on a whoopie cushion.

Q: What’s the difference between a kitten and a dead kitten?
A: I am physically unable to produce a kitten.

By EC

We at the Pamphlette are really tired of  listening privileged 

vaginas. In light of  the recent student performance of  the 

deserve their time in the spotlight as well. We have compiled a 

list of  other dramatic-somatic performances we would like to 

see alongside some brief  excerpts from their climatic moments:

The Rectal Monologue
Never made it as a wise man. Couldn’t cut it as a 
poor man stealing. Tired of  living like a blind man. 
I’m sick of  sight without a sense of  feeling and this 
is how you remind me....

Appendix Monologue
I am so bored. My existence just seems pointless. 
You know what? Fuck it. I’m going to explode.

Vas Deferens Monologue

Urinary Tract Monologue
I am your urinary tract. I run through...like...your abdomen or something. When you drink 

shit gets pumped into my tubing. Does anyone thank me? Write me odes and perform 
them in the Chapel? Noooo sirree, they just whine, whine, whine about “infections” or 
some shit. Also, having to pee too often. What do you expect, when my “Inbox” is so full?

Belly Button Monologue
Innies and outies, we all have one.  I am your connection to your mother, reminding you 
every day that you were once attached to something gross and slimy, and your umbilical 
cord, too.  I smell funny.  And accumulate lint from time to time to keep you warm during 
the winter months.  You’re welcome.

Nose Monologue
Man, belly buttons smell weird.

Fallopian Tube Monologue
I’m still named after a renaissance physician Gabriele Falloppio who invented the vastly 
uncomfortable sheepskin condom. STILL.  Although this might beat having durex or 
trojan or Al Gore having name me. “For-Her-Pleasure Tube” or “Like-Wearing-Nothing-
at-all tube” or “The Internet.”

Earlobe Monologue
I am not just your object of  decoration.  I do not solely exist to be repeatedly pierced and 
gauged, hoping to express some form of  angst through the insertion of  silver into my 

such as embarrassment and excitement.  

Wenis Monologue
Ah’m on yer mother-feckin’ elbow, mother-feckers. Ah ain’t yer dick. It ain’t that funny. I 
wish people would make that mistake more in real life, though, ‘cause I’d like to touch a 
real live vagina someday.

Placenta Monologue
...Wait...what the...what the fuck are you doing? It’s, uh, it’s hot in this motherfucker...
aaahhh!!! I’m BOILING! Stop it! Stop it! Ahhhh...Thank you....sweet, sweet china...wait...
nooo, step away, Mr. Fork...NOOOO!!!! AAAHHHHGGHHH!!! Fucking hippies, man. 
Vagina says I don’t even taste good.

By HJ

My advisor: Your bibliography is not formatted correctly.

 I was reminded of  the Mark Twain quote “I did not have time to write a 
short letter so I wrote a long one.”

My Grandmother:  That sounds fascinating.  When your thesis is done maybe they will 
interview you about it on television.

By JB

IMMORALITY QUOTIENT
With the new release of  the updated Immorality Quotient, it has come to our attention that the immortality 

levels of  Reed students are yet to be evaluated.  Here we have compiled a list of  questions to determine how 

immortal you really are.

Have you ever:
- Been compared to a cat?.................................................................................................................+2
- Developed an immunity to iocane powder?..............................................................,................+10
- Does your family ever regret drinking out of  that spring in the woo
ds?..........................................................................................................................................................+8
- Do you sparkle when you walk outside?.......................................................................................+7
- Do people with samurai swords try and cut your head off, but remain 
unsuccessful?.......................................................................................................................................+5
- Is your name Kenny?.......................................................................................................................+6
- Aged?.................................................................................................................................................-20

- Worked at Sea World?......................................................................................................................+5
- Been to a Sugarland concert?.........................................................................................................+2
- Stood next to a vending machine for over an hour at one time?..............................................+5
- Do you enjoy blow drying your hair in the 
bathtub?................................................................................................................................................+7
- Do you have no qualms about dating O.J. Simpson?..................................................................+8
- Do your friends have access to lots of  dragonballs?...................................................................+3

Scoring:
0-5...............................................................................................................................Jonbenet Ramsey
6-20.................................................................................................................................Young Werther
21-35..........................................................................................................................Whitney Houston

60+.....................................................................................................................................Jay-Z’s career

NEW PE CLASSES
Advanced Woodstock Hill
In this Independent Study course, students must walk up to Safeway and/or Bi-Mart 
a minimum of  3 times a week, purchase at least 25 pounds’ worth of  healthy food (eg. 
oranges, diet soda, reduced-fat twinkies, etc.), and carry them back down the hill. Donation 
of  excess foodstuffs purchased in this course to the Scrounge are encouraged, but not 
mandatory.

CSO Chase
This course, co-sponsored by the theater costuming department, entails getting dressed up 

“they” are following you, and waiting for CSOs to approach you. When/if  they do, RUN 
LIKE HELL. This is the whole course.

Follow the Squirrel
In this course, each student is assigned one of  the many squirrels that frequent the Reed 
campus. These squirrels are equipped with tracking devices for ease of  location, and for 1 
hour twice a week, students are required to don a shock collar and stay within 20 feet of  
their squirrel; if  they stray from this distance, they will be shocked.

By EC


